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NEGAGE
Most Acute Needs

- Increase caloric value of  food ration
- Monitor nutritional situation
- Provide essential medicines
- Dig additional borehole and water pumps in town
- Provide clothing, soap, blankets, buckets and kitchen sets,                   
  particularly as an incentive for IDPs to move to new                       
  camp out of warehouses
- Provide plastic sheeting for IDPs in new camp 
- Distribute land to IDPs
- Provide seeds, tools and fertilisers before planting season

CHIPIPA
Most Acute Needs 

Undertake full emergency response including:

- Provide food assistance
- Provide essential medicines
- Monitor nutritional situation
- Support national vaccination campaigns
- Distribute blankets, soap, buckets, kitchen                         
   sets and clothes
- Resettle displaced populations on the basis of          
   agreed criteria
- Provide seeds, tools and fertilisers before                                                
  planting season
- Construct latrines and dig additional water wells

 

CAMBONDO
Most Acute Needs

- Immediately resettle displaced populations to 
   area with basic facilities

KUITO
Most Acute Needs

- Repair airstrip
- Increase caloric value of food ration
- Support national vaccination campaigns
- Resettle displaced populations on the basis of     
  agreed criteria
- Provide seeds, tools and fertilisers before                
  planting season
- Provide plastic sheeting for people moving to      
  new camps
- Undertake mine clearance in areas with                 
   resettlement programmes

 

CALUQUEMBE
Most Acute Needs

- Secure regular access
- Register IDPs for food distribution
- Conduct a nutritional assessment
- Construct latrines
- Provide essential medicines
- Provide clothing, soap, blankets, buckets          
  and kitchen sets
- Distribute land to IDPs
- Provide seeds, tools and fertilisers before        
  planting season

UKUMA  and  LONGONJO
Most Acute Needs

Undertake full emergency response including:

- Provide food assistance
- Provide essential medicines
- Conduct  nutritional assessments
- Support national vaccination campaigns
- Distribute blankets, soap, buckets, kitchen
  sets and clothes
- Resettle displaced populations on the basis 
  of agreed criteria
- Distribute seeds, tools and fertilisers before  
   planting season
- Construct latrines and dig additional water 
  wells
- Halt harassment
- Register and reunite separated children

CAALA
Most Acute Needs

A plan of action for resettling all of 
the Caala displaced was finalised 
on 11 April by the Government and 
humanitarian agencies and will 
require urgent follow-through. Top 
priority must be given to resettling 
the displaced in Salsicharia.

CUANDO CUBANGO
Most Acute Needs

- Provide essential medicines
- Conduct nutritional assessments
- Support national vaccination campaigns
- Distribute blankets, soap, buckets,              
  kitchen sets and clothes
- Provide seeds, tools and fertilisers 
   before planting season
- Register and reunite separated children          
- Resettle displaced from Menongue             
  Transit Centre

Locations with  the Most Acute Needs

 


